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Tax Planning App Streamlines Tax
Strategies while Increasing Billing
The platform is proven to save hours of manual work for any tax planner, instead of
going through and painstakingly selecting tax strategies for their clients by
researching and then calculating manually. TaxPlanIQ streamlines this process as you
can ...

Oct. 30, 2020

Jackie Meyer – Tax Firm Practice Management Expert has launched a new tax �rm
planning web application for accountants, TaxPlanIQ helps �rms streamline the tax
planning processes, with the entire team maximizing highly-valued client services.
The platform, powered by practice management software Qount, incorporates super-
charged calculators that assist tax planners in quoting, implementing, and tracking
tax strategies, all while showing and proving ROI to clients.
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Jackie Meyer, CPA has invested hundreds of hours in training and independent
research on tax planning strategies. She and her team manually applied tax strategies
to every client they served. These inef�cient systems caused potential errors and
wasted time, so they created TaxPlanIQ. Now accounting �rms can improve
ef�ciencies while providing higher value tax planning services.

“TaxPlanIQ is a game changer! It decreases time, increases accuracy – it is ef�cient all
around,” said Louise Cochrane of LF Cochrane & Associates in Alameda, CA, who
specializes in making taxes more enjoyable for her clients. “This app streamlines the
process so that I won’t leave out any important strategies. I can add custom-complex
strategies when needed. I can use TaxPlanIQ with any potential or existing client and
custom tailor a tax plan for them. In the end, I have a proposal package wrapped up
with a bow.”

The platform is proven to save hours of manual work for any tax planner, instead of
going through and painstakingly selecting tax strategies for their clients by
researching and then calculating manually. TaxPlanIQ streamlines this process as
you can search within the app, choose the strategies, then see a calculated
breakdown of the tax savings. Through this software we’ve seen �rms being able to
triple their income (and equally decrease their time) by providing more valuable,
ef�cient, and smooth communication to their existing clients.

Over the past several months, Jackie’s team has worked tirelessly to streamline tax
processes related to the CARES Act stimulus & Paycheck Protection Program. This
easy-to-use app is now available to all �rms, whether impacted by the coronavirus
pandemic or not, so that they may maintain ef�cient operations. The Meyer Tax
team can now assist other small tax �rm owners, and their staff streamlines online
work�ows amidst the coronavirus pandemic. The app integrates with Qount, a
custom practice management platform, with ease.

 

“It is essential right now for our �rm to support other tax �rms who are struggling to make
the switch from brick and mortar to fully virtual. As a young tax professional, I appreciate
serving as a tax �rm leader that guides others to go 100% virtual like we are. We are
teaching other professionals how to offer tax planning instead of just tax compliance, and
it’s gratifying,” said Annalesha McCurley CPA, Meyer Tax Project Manager and Team
Technology Coordinator. 
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For more information, or to sign up for our FREE 14 Day Trial, visit
www.taxplaniq.com 
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